Local Thom Svast's rules for After DJs go
viral
Dance music icons and bloggers react to longtime
afterhours promoter's requirements for playing his new
early morning event

1.
Oh yes, it's getting #real. These #DJ #rules are posted in our DJ booth. #AFTERlasvegas #lasvegas
#djproblems #goodmusic #proper #underground #tastemakers #afterhours #techno #Ableton #Traktor
#Serato

2.
New Las Vegas Club Will Ban "Mainstream Records" And "Lazy Artists"
A new after hours club will be opening February 1st on the infamous Las Vegas strip and they plan to put
an end to all of the generic sounds in Sin City. AFTER, the club, will be holding it down for the
underground by enforcing some strict rules on the kind of sound they want their [...]

3.
New Vegas club sets strict 'DJ Rules' you don't want to mess with
For a club that's only one-weekend old, intimate Las Vegas after-hours spot AFTER has already nailed its
PR game. While AFTER's a new arrival in Sin City's crowded market, it's quickly become the talk of the
town, thanks to a poster that's been doing the internet rounds.
4.

New Las Vegas Club Ditches Mainstream Music - exQlusiv.com
We love to share the newest dance music, news, videos and lifestyle combined with beautiful images.
5.

This New Las Vegas Club Will Be Banning Mainstream Music and it's Awesome
Las Vegas has a new after hours club opening tonight with a goal of saving partiers from hearing the same
stuff other clubs keep playing. The new club is called AFTER, which shows the incredible creativity of the
owners (I can only imagine what they will name their kids).

6.
Changing Times in Vegas: New Club Bans Mainstream Tracks and Improper DJing43229
In what appears to be an effort to not only set themselves apart from the mainstream-obssessed Las
Vegas dance music scene, but also attempt to help evolve and improve upon the American EDM scene,
AFTER Las Vegas, a new club set to open on February, has released a set of rules that more or less [...]

7.
Las Vegas Club Bans Mainstream Tracks And "Lazy" DJing
Written by Greg Moskovitch on 3rd February, 2014 A recently opened after-hours nightclub situated on the
world-famous Las Vegas strip has decided to extinguish the endemic laziness and mainstream attitude of
the EDM world today, giving performers a strict mandate titled "DJ Rules AFTER 3AM," which includes a
list of "banned artists."

8.
Articles | Pulse Radio
It's not the kind of message to DJs from club owners you'd expect to see in Vegas, but that's kind of the
point. New club AFTER, which opened just this weekend gone, is attempting to break the mould of EDMcentric clubs in Sin City by setting out rules...

9.
Las Vegas Club Has Awesome Rules That Ban DJs From Playing Lazy Sets Or Any 'Mainstream Records'
A new after-hours club in Las Vegas, appropriately named "AFTER," is implementing an interesting code
of conduct with regards to its playlists. AFTER opened on February 1 and is on a mission to switch up the
typical late night club scene.

10.
Thom Svast Speaks on the Irony of AFTER's "DJ Rules"
Over the weekend, the dance music Internets were ablaze with talk about some DJ Rules, primarily
because they were super on-point. The list was to be put up in the DJ booth at AFTER, a new after-hours
event going down in Las Vegas from 3:30AM to 8AM, and lays out what can be best described as the
reverse of today's EDM scene.
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